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STRATHMORE AND PERTHSHIRE CRICKET UNION 

SEASON 2019 - PLAYING STATISTICS 
 

 
Please find attached limited statistics for season 2019 based on the information 

held in cricketstats NEC and First Division as of 23rd September and R&D as of 25th 
September. 

  
LEAGUE  TABLES 
 
The final league tables reflect results per match summary and includes  
a.  the effect of claimed / conceded matches (N-E Championship 0, First Division 7, R 
& D 25)  
b.  the effect of points amendment per the competition committee in respect of  
1.  late match return submission in the First Division 
A full listing is included in the package for items a and b 
 
PLAYING STATISTICS 
 
These include no decision fixtures (N-E Championship 11, First Division 4, R&D 1) 
and a listing of fixtures is included in the package. 
 
Due to the limited information forwarded leading averages and club averages in 
respect of R&D East, North and West are excluded.  (comments later in letter) 
 
Have included best performances for these R&D league based on the information 
available however several names missing 
 
TROPHY WINNERS 
 
Have excluded professionals and overseas amateurs. 
 
CRICKETSTATS 
 
Match summary drives the league tables while the scorecards drives playing statistics 
but depends on the correct information being entered. 



In the top two divisions problems still arose due to players in club scorecards having a 
different name from that registered resulting initially in blank spaces however were 
able to be corrected by either visiting club web sites or clubs providing information. 
Eg  M Noon = N Muhammad,   S Johnny = S Hangetsu 
Additionally due to away club reviewing the scorecards were able to advise that 
although the scorecard included the correct surname it had the wrong player. 
Eg  listed as E Stark when in fact it was G Stark.   The latter was then registered and 
the scorecard amended. 
The third topic was where the summary did not agree with the scorecard in the 
number of wickets fallen eg 8 wickets on summary nine in scorecard.   The other 
point regarding wickets is that where a team is all out on the summary it should be 
entered as ten regardless of the fact the team has played with less than eleven players.   
Both these cases can have an effect on the number of bonus points and saw the First 
Division changed slightly after the conclusion of the season. 
 
This was the first season for R&D using cricketstats and it appears that some clubs 
struggled with the system while one club failed to register any players. 
Although matches were played on occasion no match summary was saved and sent 
and consequently league positions changed after the season as Paul Gray and myself 
attempted to go through all the missing games,   These games also had incomplete 
scorecards, the worst example being where a match had been won by three wickets 
but the entire batting for the two innings comprised two not out batsmen. 
Main problems in general were 

1. Clubs appeared to not realize that where a match has been postponed or 
conceded that the home side should still complete and submit a match 
summary.  Postponement is in bottom left corner and concession by entering 
either 1 / 0 or 0 / 1 in the runs section 

2. Lack of registered names.   Clubs can register players subsequent to the game 
and if they advise competition committee name and place in batting order the 
scorecard can be updated. 

3. Bowling analysis omitting to enter sequence numbers or using the same 
sequence number for several bowlers results in the player(s)  not showing on 
the scorecard. 

4. Recommendations:   Once the scorecard has been entered. save and press 
preview and only when satisfied with the information press submit. 
It would be beneficial if the away club could review the scorecard once it is on 
the website and register any missing players and advise competition 
committee as in point 2 and any additional amendments that should be made 
to the scorecard. 
 

 
 
YOUTH CRICKET 
 
I have included the youth league tables at Under 14 and 16 which were organized by 
Gavin Garden under Dundee & Angus.    The individual match results are on the web 
site but have also been included in the package. 
 
 
 



GENERAL 
. 
In general where a query had arisen from the playing statistics Paul Gray contacted 
Peter Kingsbury who satisfactorily resolved the issue. 
 
Would not have reached this stage of statistics if it had not been for the great amount 
of work carried out by Paul Gray. 
 
Some clubs were E Mailed subsequent to the end of season to see if they could 
provide additional information with Paul accepting pictures of scorecards however to 
date no responses have been received. 
 
The main point to remember is that Cricketstats works but requires the correct 
information to be fed into it. 
 
 
Can the Committees please review the attached data and if there are any questions or 
required amendments regarding this, please forward and I will attempt to 
clarify/amend.    Particularly if there is any additional information regarding R&D as 
the package can be updated, one area I would have liked closure on is the blank 
spaces in the best performances. 
 
 

Yours faithfully 
 
 

IAN H. CHISHOLM 


